Experimental Research about the Effect of Carbon Black on Noise in Oscillatory Parallel Plate Squeeze Oil Film
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INTRODUCTION
For the phenomenon that the carbon black could reduce the irregular typewriter noise in the engine main bearing, which was based on Ford Motor Company's patents, a comprehensive experimental study about the effect of carbon black with different particle sizes, concentrations and settling times on noise in the oscillatory parallel plate squeeze oil film test machine has been carried out.

ABSTRACT
It was found that the irregular typewriter noise of engine main bearing will be effectively reduced after adding the carbon black in lubricant oil [1]. The oscillatory parallel plate squeeze oil film test apparatus which could collect different kinds of signals including sound pressure, displacement, vibration acceleration, force, and pictures of cavitation simultaneously during the test running was used to experimental study the relationship between carbon black, cavitation and noise [2]. To solve irregular noise which is related to cavitation, carbon black was added to the lubricating oil in experiments. It was shown that the presence of carbon black can significantly reduce the generation of noise from the experiments. And this suppression effect becomes stronger as the concentration increases. Different mesh numbers of carbon black were used to study the effect of carbon black's particle size on noise. The results show that the carbon black with small particle size has better noise reduction effect. After being left for a long time, the suppression effect of carbon black was weakened. However, the small particle size carbon black still has a better noise reduction effect than big particle size carbon black after leaving same setting time. Experimental results also showed that whether the carbon black was dried had little effect on noise reduction. By image processing form pictures taken from high speed camera, the area of cavitation can be obtained. By combining the data obtained by the displacement sensor and cavitation area, the volume change of the cavitation volume in the period of noise generation could be obtained in different experimental situations. The results showed that maximum area and volume of cavitation gradually decrease as the carbon black concentration increases, which shows that the carbon black has a certain inhibitory effect on the development of cavitation and thus reduces the noise generation.
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